
On N day intermittent lane loss was noticed about position 2 for the green 
station. The drag was terminated and shortly thereafter green lock was 
lost completely. Aboard the HECK (EV), however, the green continued to / 
track, only in the opposite direction it should have (i.e. moving toward 
the green station the lane count increased). Investigation by a shore party 
revealed a power loss to the station, which was later restored. 

A spectrum analyzer at AMC's Electronic Engineering Branch showed 
consid,ferable interference about the frequencies the Raydist net operated ./ 
at. It is presumed that while the green station was on the air the 
interference was rejected by the HECK shipboard receiver, but that in the 
absence of a strong green transmission it locked onto spurious signals. 
This could also explain the circumstances encountered on H day. 

D. DATES OF SURVEY - This survey was run in three segments concurrent with 
another project near Hopewell, Virginia. The first part of the Project was v 

run from 18 February to 24 February 1977. The Second segment was run from 
8 March to 16 March 1977. The final part of the project was run from 
29 March to 8 April 1977 .fl&umal:C.Ajf.~ Ga.,1L c~a~I e/e.,,fT'h aJa.s ra.l<tn d-1'7 . • 

/J'J4~ 11-; 1977 C'1 .;-;,~ I.a "j ~ m".$/, mom MC!.Aor ~u,,'7 clu,.,1-,,J :/it!. ifr''" I rJ 1;,~~5t:rll'". 
E. TIDE REDUCERS - Fi~ld reduction of each day's data was done using peedicted 

tides for Hampton Roads with the foll.wing correctors applied: 

TIME HEIGHT -5'ee ;1-_hll.._5,l'J'?~ /j ~/.;Ord rd) 

0de. ,n~;k- /~~~d'd /;, 

/h1$ /JP""'/. 
HW• -45 min LW• -55 min ratio • 1.08 

F. JUNCTIONS - None 

G. SPLITS - None - See ~Je E~~&a .//~ Rr""~-sec//~ 6. 

H. CURRENTS AND WINDS - Currents were tidal, and reached velocities of up to 
1 1/2 knots. Drags were set out and run with the .currents or at slack water. 

The area investi8~ted was relatively protected, and difficulties due to v/ 

winds arose mostly f~om ship handling problems~ at low speeds as opposed to 
sea states. 

I. TESTING - Results of the tests were recorded in both the rough and smooth 
tester volumes. 

After the tester crossed the wire and was recovered, the test indication 
observed from the, pole was recorded on the rough tender tester record sheet 
along with the depth at which it was set. and the time it crossed the wire. 

This information was then radioed to the guide vessel. 

Aboard the Guide Vessel the depth of the tester and the test indication 
were reconciled against the depth setting of the drag to determine the 
sag of lift of the ground wire. 

Definition of a sag miss: A test in which the tester rod has definitely 
been thrown in ahead of the ground wire, and picked up after the ground 
wire has passed yet has no marks on the pole. The wire is assumed Co 
have passed underneath the tester rod and the test is considered valid, 

providing a maximum value for the amount of lift present. 
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b. Aids to Navigation 

No floating aids to navigation were located by the present survey. 
One fixed aid to navigation, Thimble Shoal Light (THIMBLE SHOAL LIGHTHOUSE, 
1919), was used as a calibration station, is listed in section C. and Attachment V 
of the Descriptive Report, and is a published triangulation station.· Thimble Shoal 
Light is listed in the 1977 edition of the U.S. Coast Guard Light List, Volume I. 
This fixed aid to navigation does not fall within the limits of the smooth sheets 
(A&D). 

6. CONDITION OF SURVEY 

The condition of the survey is satisfactory except as follows: 

a. Field Work and Records 

(I) The investigation of 'item I A is not complete. Only a very small 
portion of the search area was covered (less than I 0%). The charted position of 
fhe i tern was not \covered. 

(2) In the area covered in the item IE area of investigation, effective 
depths ranged generally from I to 2 feet above the bottom. Bottom coverage 
in this area is considered very good. 

(3) In the area covered in the item I A area of investigation, effective 
depths ranged generally from 5 to 8 feet above the charted bottom. Bottom coverage 
in this area is considere~}ood in light of the numerous and large sand waves. 

(4) One small sglit exists on this surve6 in the item IE area of investigation 
in the vicinity of Latitude 36 59' 52", Longitude 76 I 0' 39". This split is the 
result of a portion of strips D-1, E-1, and E-2 being v..oided due to a hang or groundings. The 
area of the split was covered in two directions but not by a valid effective depth. 

(5) Seven out of twelve hangs encouhtered on this survey were not 
investigated. 

(6) Four hangs encountered by the present survey were not cleared. 

(7) Two hangs were cleared in only one direction. 

(8) ' Inferred tides were used for March 8 and 9 and April 6 and 7, 
1977. Strips in which the inferred tides are·used are common to the areas where 
effective depths are conflicting with prior and/or subsequent hydrography. 

(9) No prior surveys or charts were included with the survey records. 

(10) On May 14, 1977 a Pneumatic Depth Gage reading was observed 
on the large mushroom anchor located on March 29, 1977 (M-Day). The reading 
indicates a least depth of 43Y2 feet. This obstruction was cleared on March 31, 1977 
by an effective depth of 44Y2 feet. This discrepancy may be due to tides, the wire 
slipping over the obstruction without any hang indication during clearing, or some 
error in the Pneumatic Depth Gage reading or least depth computation. In any 
case the application of the 43 feet least depth to the chart is the recommended 
action. 
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